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1. Given the diverse roles of hypothalamic tanycytes in both neurogenesis and metabolism, their 

integrative functions in human physiology remain of great interest. (this dissertation)

2. Expression of pluripotency factors in somatic cells does not necessarily facilitate iPS induction.

(this dissertation)

3. Although the potential of iPS cells for cell therapy, tissue engineering, and treatment of human 

disease has been clearly recognized (Yamanaka, Nobel Prize 2012), their clinical value has yet to be 

proven. (this dissertation)

4. (Iatrogenic) trigeminal or facial nerve injuries might benefit from iPS-based Schwann cell 

engineering.

5. Although iPS-based tooth tissue engineering might be possible in the future, dental implantology 

will likely remain more successful, controllable, and cost-effective.

6. The lack of attention for healthy nutrition in the medical training program, and in Dutch healthcare 

in general, is reflected in the unhealthy diets of many medical doctors and in the quality of the 

meals served in hospitals.

7. Given the fact that patient privacy is considered an important (legal) principle in Dutch healthcare, 

its large-scale violation in waiting rooms of medical institutions (by calling out patient names) is 

remarkable.

8. In today’s globalizing world, parents should take into consideration that their children’s given names 

could evoke unintended and unwanted associations in other languages.

9. Given the present-day distribution of “African” genes across the continents, from an evolutionary 

point of view, the 16th- to 18th-century transatlantic slave trade can be regarded as a third (or fourth) 

wave of migration in the “Out of Africa” theory.

10. Although biomedical scientists use the term 'orchestration' synonymously with ‘regulation’ or 

‘coordination’ (e.g. of gene expression or epigenetic mechanisms), most of them do not know what 

orchestration actually is.

11. The order of the titles “MD” and “PhD” properly indicates the order of priority for most MD-PhD 

students.

12. Although their name suggests otherwise, and although their creation reflects the present times of 

(bio)technological innovations, iPS cells are no product of Apple.

13. “Musik ist höhere Offenbarung als alle Weisheit und Philosophie.” – Ludwig van Beethoven



All research described in this dissertation was conducted at the Department of Neuroscience, Section Medical 

Physiology, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen, The Netherlands.
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